The mission of the Topics in Education Symposium (TIES) is to foster discussion, inspire innovation, and provide educators with a regional forum to disseminate research findings, share best practices, discuss current educational topics, and provide other innovative thinking and creative activities across all areas of education. The focus this year is Assessment. Questions about TIES poster sessions or session presentations can be directed to Dr. Tami Williams, tamarawilliams@unomaha.edu.

MINI-GRANT RECIPIENTS ARE INVITED... to submit proposals for the following presentation / publication opportunities.

**TOPICS IN EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM (TIES)**

**Thursday, November 2, 2017 | 2:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m. | MBSC**

The mission of the Topics in Education Symposium (TIES) is to foster discussion, inspire innovation, and provide educators with a regional forum to disseminate research findings, share best practices, discuss current educational topics, and provide other innovative thinking and creative activities across all areas of education. The focus this year is Assessment. Questions about TIES poster sessions or session presentations can be directed to Dr. Tami Williams, tamarawilliams@unomaha.edu.

**POSTER SESSION**

- Authors are encouraged to submit original work for consideration.
- Authors of approved submissions must register for the symposium and be accessible during Poster Gallery Walk.
- Proposals are due **Tuesday, Sept. 26, 2017**.
- Confirmation of participation will be sent no later than **Friday, Oct. 13, 2017**.

Submission form available at https://goo.gl/forms/2FBTe4xpFVAYkry1

**PRESENTATION**

- Open to current K-12 and higher education practitioners.
- Each session is 35 minutes and should include both presentation of information and time for dialogue.
- Authors of approved submissions must register for the symposium.
- Proposals are due **Tuesday, Sept. 26, 2017**.
- Decisions will be communicated no later than **Friday, Oct. 13, 2017**.

Submission form available at https://goo.gl/forms/SeqWadi6bsVOVnJu1

**PUBLICATION**

The Journal of Curriculum, Teaching, Learning, and Leadership in Education is an online open access journal published in the College of Education at the University of Nebraska at Omaha.

It provides educators with a regional forum to disseminate their research findings, comment on best practices, impart commentary on educational books and other professional publications, and share innovative thinking and creative activities across all areas of education.

Submission guidelines are available at https://sites.google.com/site/ctllesymposium/submission-guidelines